Dear TAIR Researcher,

We hope that you are finding TAIR a valuable resource for your research! Please read on to find out what’s new at TAIR, including a reminder to subscribe if you have not already done so, our new Paper of the Month feature and a TAIR Tip.

**TAIR Subscriptions**

Many thanks to all of you who have stepped up and supported TAIR via a subscription at the institutional, personal or country level! This support has enabled us to continue adding new gene function data to TAIR. In 2014, we added a total of 677 gene symbols, new and updated gene summaries, and new GO and PO annotations to 17,876 genes including non-computationally derived, experiment-based annotations from published research articles to 2,936 genes.

To encourage those who have not yet become supporters to do their part in helping to sustain TAIR, we have begun to implement some new access restrictions. Please be aware that if you or your institution does not have a subscription, you will begin to lose full access to TAIR as these access restrictions gradually come into effect.

If you would like help in setting up a subscription through your university library, please contact us at curator@arabidopsis.org with the name and contact information for your institution’s science librarian and we’ll take it from there.

If you are a subscriber and are unable to access TAIR, please contact us.

---

**Quick TAIR Tip!**

Click on the Annotation Detail link in the Annotations Section of the Locus Detail page to view complete details on keyword annotations to your locus of interest. This includes the publication source, the supporting evidence, and the person or organization that made the annotation. If you have an annotation you’d like to submit to TAIR, we have
**New Feature: Paper of the Month**

Introducing our newest feature: Paper of the Month. Each month we will highlight a new, curated paper from our community. Papers are curated for a variety of content including gene function (GO annotations), expression (PO annotations), gene names, locus summaries, alleles, and phenotypes. If you have a publication you would like to be considered for Paper of the Month, email us at curator@arabidopsis.org.

**Did you know?**

TAIR is now hosted by Phoenix Bioinformatics, a non-profit organization founded by TAIR staff members. As a non-profit, we are committed to serving the scientific community by making scientific information widely available and sustainable. Because we are a U.S. 501(c)(3) charity, you can rest assured that your subscription support is going directly into making these resources better and that we will never be owned by a for-profit corporation.

As part of this commitment, we provide free access for low-income countries and teachers. If you are teaching a class and need access, please contact us at curator@arabidopsis.org to set up TAIR access for the duration of your course.

**Upcoming Events and Conferences**

Come see us at the following conferences! For a complete list of upcoming conferences and events of interest, visit our Conferences and Events page.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>July 5-9</th>
<th>July 26-30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ICAR 2015</strong> - Paris, France</td>
<td><strong>Plant Biology 2015</strong> - Minneapolis, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 26th International Conference on Arabidopsis Research</td>
<td>The annual meeting of the American Society of Plant Biologists</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Join the conversation on our social sites.